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 [BAKST] - LEVINSON, ANdrE. Bakst. The Story of  the Artist’s Life. 
Publication: Selle, Berlin for Brentano’s, New York and A. Kogan, Berlin, 1922.
 
UncUt copy of the first edition of this celebrated work, limited to only 250 copies for the american 
market - this one being num. 214. The numerous plates represent not only Bakst most celebrated costumes, but 
also drawings and theater settings.

This copy comes from the library of  Elizabeth Shippen Green (1871 – 1954), an American illustrator, who 
illustrated children’s books and worked for many years for Harper’s Magazine. In 1911 she married architect 
and artist Huger Elliott (1877 - 1948), who was an instructor in architecture at the University of  Pennsylvania 
and Harvard University and later acted as a supervisor of  educational work and director of  the department of  
design at the Boston Museum of  Fine Arts. Before retiring in 1941 he was the Director of  educational work in 
the Metropolitan Museum of  Art in New York.

Provenance: Huger Elliott and Elizabeth S.G. Elliott (presentation label “Gift from the library of  [...]” to upper 
fly leaf; inscription to upper pastedown). 

Description and Bibliographical references: Folio (37.5 x 29 cm). 240 pp., 68 plates, some in colour, with numerous engravings and 
illustrations in text. Original publisher’s vellum, title stamped in brown on upper board, spine with raised bands with lettering and 
ornaments in brown; repaired vellum splits in a few places on spine, slightly soiled. Kept in red half-leather box. 

Price: £2,950 [ref: 90801]

 [BAKST] - EINSTEIN, CArL. Leon Bakst. 
Publication: Ernst Wasmuth, Berlin, 1927.
 
fresh example of this beaUtifUl work, limited to only 330 copies - 
this being number 275. The numerous plates represent not only Bakst 
most celebrated costumes, but also drawings and theater settings. The 
text was compiled by Carl Einstein (1885-1940), author of  the important 
Expressionist novel Bebuquin (1912).

Description and Bibliographical references: Large 4to (33.5 x 26.4 cm). 41 pp. incl 
half-title and title, 19 pochoir plates and 29 tipped-in colour plates. Vellum-backed 
gilt decorated brown boards. 

Price: £2,750 [ref: 90813]
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 BArBIEr, GEOrGE (ArTIST) ANd JEAN-LOuIS VAudOYEr. Album dédié a Tamar Karsavina. 
Publication: Corrard, Paris, 1914.

MINT COpY, wITh uNuSuAL prOVENANCE, Of “BArBIEr’S EArLY MASTErpIECE. Its cover design pays homage 
to Beardsley... and its 12 pochoir plates depict Karsavina in her principal parts. That their purpose is again to 
stir the emotion and delight the eye of  the viewer, not to document the performance, is demonstrated by “Le 
spectre de la rose,” glimpsed at the moment when the phantom lover, of  whom the young girl has dreamed after 
the ball, is about to disappear as the rose drops from her hand.” (Ray).

Provenance: Boris Berezovskiy (1946-2013, Russian businessman and politician).

Description and Bibliographical references: First edition. Quarto (33.7 x 28 cm), this copy No 373 out of  500 (total edition 512) 
copies printed on papier vélin d’arches, initialed by the publisher, title page with pictorial vignette to head and verso, 18pp., 12 full-
page coloured illustrations by Barbier printed on rectos only, printer’s leaf  at end. Original pictorial wrappers, complete with glassine 
protective wrapppers. 
Ray, Art Deco, p31. 

Price: £3,950 [ref: 91802]

 BArBIEr, GEOrGES; ALBErT fLAMENT. Personnages de Comédie. 
Publication: Chez Meynial, Paris, 1922. 

a fine copy of this important collaboration between barbier and schmied, from the edition limited to 
150 copies, signed by barbier in pencil.

One of  the most important works by Barbier, rivalled only by his Le bonheur du jour. Albert Flament’s text of  
1914 is a diffuse meditation, half-waking and half-dreaming, which takes as its point of  departure the great roles 
of  world theatre. Barbier’s vignettes have a general relevance to the theme of  acting, but most of  his plates, at 
least one of  which dates from 1916, are simply magnificent decorative compositions.

George Barbier (1882-1932), was the supreme decorative designer of  art deco, whose art centred on the 
human figure, displayed in a thousand different settings and costumes. He had the faculty, as Valéry wrote, of  
embodying myth through images in such a way that workers in mere words could only look on in awe.
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Description and Bibliographical references: 4to (37 x 8.5 cm.) [34 unnumbered leaves; 2 blank leaves, 31 leaves of  text and 
illustration, final blank leaf]. Illustrated half-title with colour wood-engraved design by Barbier, limitation verso, title with colour wood-
engraved Harlequin vignette, 12 full- and 2 half-page wood-engraved colour plates, 22 wood-engraved colour four-line initials as well as 
decorative devices in the text, many heightened in silver and gold, final wood-engraved colour vignette, list of  plates and colophon; each 
leaf  of  text surrounded by decorative frame; the cover illustration is repeated on the half-title. Illustrations engraved in wood by F.-L. 
Schmied and printed in collaboration with Pierre Bouchet and Louis Bracons, loose as issued within illustrated wrapper. 

Price: £12,500 [ref: 93272]

SupErB BONET BINdING

 [BONET BINdING] - VOLTAIrE. La Princesse de Babylone. 
Publication: Scripta et Picta, Paris, 1948. 

a sUperb example of a paUl bonet designed bookbinding. this was one of 
six bindings specially commissioned by a groUp of bibliophiles, this being for 
raymond goUlier (nUmber 6)

Known for his elaborate patterns and colourful compositions, Paul Bonet 
(1889-1971) was considered the greatest bookbinder of  the twentieth century. 
The present example is typical of  his extravagant style featuring finely executed 
swirling patterns.

Provenance: Raymond Goulier; Lucien Vendel (1982, n°79), with ex-libris.

Description and Bibliographical references: Large 4to (29 x 39 cm). Lithographed frontispiece and 47 iLLustrations by 
Kees van dongen, printed in coLour, Limited to 198 copies of which this is number 1X, one of 12 copies on 
japon ancien a La forme with two additionaL suites of the iLLustrations, one in coLour, the other in bLacK 
onLy. this copy contains a further suite of the Lithographs in bLacK on chine. Aubergine full morocco signed and 
dated Paul Bonet 1952, the covers with overall elaborate design of  swirling onlaid lilac and green morocco strips outlined with gilt, 
the design repeated on the spine, lettered in gilt, all edges gilt, red suede doublures and endleaves, edged with pink morocco; morocco-
backed fold-over box lined with red suede, a fine example. 
Paul Bonet, Carnets,1018, pl. 191. 

Price: £27,500 [ref: 92939]
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 BrASSAI. Paris de Nuit. 
Publication: Édition Arts et Métiers Graphiques, Paris, [1933].
 
Description and Bibliographical references: First edition. 4to., text by Paul Morand, 
60 gravure reproductions of  Brassaï’s photographs, photo-pictorial wrappers with a 
spiral binding, small ink ownership name to title-page, usual general age-toning to 
text, wrappers a little rubbed and mildly creased but overall a good example of  a 
photographic classic. 
Roth 76; Parr & Badger I 134; Hasselblad 110. 

Price: £2,000 [ref: 92523]

 BurNE-JONES, EdwArd. The Works. 
Publication: Berlin Photographic Co., Berlin, [c.1900]

a fine compilation pUblished shortly after the artist’s death.

Sir Edward Coley Burne-Jones, 1st Baronet ARA (28 August 1833 – 17 
June 1898) was a British artist and designer closely associated with the 
later phase of  the Pre-Raphaelite movement, who worked closely with 
William Morris on a wide range of  decorative arts. As a founding partner 
in Morris, Marshall, Faulkner & Co. Burne-Jones was closely involved in 
the rejuvenation of  the tradition of  stained glass art in Britain.

In addition to painting and stained glass, Burne-Jones worked in a 
variety of  crafts; including designing ceramic tiles, jewellery, tapestries, 
mosaics and book illustration, most famously designing woodcuts for the 
Kelmscott Press’s Chaucer in 1896.

In the middle years of  the twentieth century Burne-Jones’s reputation 
suffered, along with those of  other British Victorian painters. However, 
two monographic exhibitions—the first organized by the Arts Council 
and held at the Hayward Gallery in London and at Southampton and 
Birmingham in 1975–6, and the second to mark the centenary of  the 
artist’s death, at the Metropolitan Museum of  Art in New York, and 
subsequently shown in Birmingham and Paris—have clearly established 
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Burne-Jones as one of  the geniuses of  British painting. The Tate Gallery’s 1997 exhibition, ‘The Age of  Rossetti, 
Burne-Jones & Watts: Symbolism in Britain, 1860–1910’, represented Burne-Jones as a key figure in the wider 
context of  European symbolism.

Description and Bibliographical references: Large folio (69 x 52 cm). Edition limited to 200 copies. portrait and 90 mounted 
photogravures on india paper, some spotting to mounts, portrait lightly offset onto title, original green straight-grain morocco, gilt, by 
H.Wood, with cloth flaps, uncut, lightly rubbed, flap hinges tender, endpapers creased, a very good example of  an uncommon work. 

Price: £10,000 [ref: 93171]

  ChAGALL, MArC. The Story of  Exodus. 
Publication: Fernand Mourlot for Léon Amiel, Paris, 1966.
 
the complete portfolio, comprising 24 lithographs printed in 
coloUrs, signed in pencil on the jUstification page and nUmbered 71 
from the total edition of 270.

Marc Chagall (1887-1985), was born in Vitebsk, Belarus, but spent 
his most prolific artistic years in France. He received his first artistic 
instruction under Penn, a local painter, and then spent three years 
between 1907 and 1910 in St. Petersburg, where he entered the Imperial 
School for the Protection of  the Fine Arts, and later studied under 
Bakst. A turning point in his life was going to Paris in 1910, where he 
experienced modernism’s “golden age” and met Apollinaire, Delaunay, 
Leger, Modigliani and Lhote. Chagall was a pioneer of  Modernism, 
somewhat influenced by Cubism and Fauvism, but with his own unique 
blend of  symbolism and fantasy. He went to Russia at the outbreak of  

World War I, but returned to Paris in the 1930’s, and remained there except for the war years which he spent in 
the United States.

Chagall became especially fond of  lithography for the freedom it allowed him to experiment with colour; he 
would use up to 25 plates per print to achieve his famous rich palette. He created his lithographs at the famous 
Atelier Mourlot in Paris, working with the studio’s master printer Charles Sorlier. During this time he completed 
his renowned lithographic masterpieces such as The Bible, The Circus, The Odyssey, Daphnis and Chloe.
 
Raised in a small town in Belarus, Chagall’s Jewish heritage proved to be one of  the major influences in his art. 
His works are full of  imagery drawn from Jewish Shtetl life, Jewish faith and childhood memories.
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In 1931, art dealer Ambroise Vollard suggested to Chagall that he undertake a series of  lithographs representing 
the Bible. The same year, in order to experience the Holy Land and in search for inspiration, the artist visited 
Palestine for two month. The Story of  Exodus series, part of  the larger series of  105 etchings created over 25 
years, depict the Exodus of  the Israelites from Egypt, followed by Moses receiving the Ten Commandments on 
Mount Sinai and Israelites wandering in the desert. 

Description and Bibliographical references: First edition. Limited to 270 numbered copies, signed in penciL by the artist 
on the justification, folio (Sheets: 50.5 by 36.8 cm). The complete portfolio, comprising 24 lithographs printed in colours, 
1966, with text, loose (as issued), on Arches wove paper, published by Leon Amiel, Paris, and printed by Fernand Mourlot, 
contained in the original beige cloth-covered portfolio with gilt stamped title and paper wrappers. A fine example. 

Price: £35,000 [ref: 93100]

wITh OrIGINAL wATErCOLOur

 ChAGALL, MArC. Vitraux pour Jérusalem. 
Publication: Andre Sauret, Monte Carlo, 1962.
 
AuTOGrAph prESENTATION COpY frOM ChAGALL TO hIS frIENd GuSTAV ZuMSTEG, wITh AN OrIGINAL 
wATErCOLOur.

In 1960, Marc Chagall was asked by the Hadassah Medical Center in Jerusalem to realise twelve designs in 
stained glass for its new synagogue. To him, this work was a “modest gift to the Jewish people”. Inspired by 
his life-long study of  the Bible, Chagall realised these designs on the theme of  Moses’ blessing of  the Twelve 
Tribes of  Israel. Following Judaism’s injunction against depicting human images, they are composed of  animals, 
flowers, trees and Jewish symbols. Each window, dominated by a specific colour, contains a quotation from the 
individual blessings.

Many considered these windows as Chagall’s crowning achievement, and the artist himself  confessed his 
emotions as regards to this work: “they have completely transformed my vision, they gave me a great shock, 
made me reflect. I don’t know how I shall paint from now on, but I believe something is taking place.”

Before their installation in the synagogue, the twelve windows were exhibited in the Louvre and the Modern 
Museum of  Arts of  New York, where they had the greatest success. 
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“Peter Salz, Curator of  the Museum’s department of  painting and sculpture exhibitions and director of  the 
exhibition, believes that the Chagall windows are among the finest work done in stained glass since medieval 
times.” (MoMA)

On January 6, 1962, the newly decorated synagogue was dedicated in presence of  the artist. 

This work contains Chagall’s sketches and studies for the windows. The lithographies, highly colourful, show an 
insight into the making of  these exceptional art works, along with the Biblical quotations they illustrate. 

Gustav Zumsteg, who died in 2013 at the age of  almost 90, studied and worked as a young man in Paris, where 
he met and befriended Picasso, Matisse and Chagall. He started as an apprentice at the silk maker Abraham, a 
supplier of  fabrics for fashion houses such as Yves Saint Laurent, and later bought the company.

Zumsteg was one of  the most important patrons of  Zurich’s modern-art museum Kunsthaus and assembled an 
important collection of  modern works of  art including paintings as well as illustrated books, often dedicated to 
him, such as the present work. 

Provenance: Gustav Zumsteg.

Description and Bibliographical references: First edition. Folio ( 36 x 27 cm), limited to 270 numbered copies. with an 
originaL doubLe page (46.1 X 30 cm) crayon and watercoLor drawing to the verso of the justification 
page, signed and dated “marc chagaLL 1973” (Lower right) and dedicated “pour ami gustav Zumsteg” 
(Lower Left). Comprising title page, text in French by Jean Leymarie, justification, table of  contents and the complete set of  seven 
lithographs (including three in colors), on Arches paper, signed in pencil by the artist and the publisher on the justification page, 
unbound as issued. Contained in a Bristol-lined Arches wove cover. The box covered with grey-green cloth, printed in gold on the 
front, faint offprint on text pages, an excellent example. 

Price: £25,000 [ref: 90659]



  CLAudE LOrrAIN [I.E. CLAudE GELEE]. Liber veritatis. 
Or, a collection of  two hundred prints, after the original designs... 
in the collection of... the Duke of  Devonshire.
Publication: Printed by W. Bulmer for Messrs Boydell & Co [volumes I-II] and 
Thomas Davison for Hurst, Robinson, and Co. [volume III], London, [1777]-1819.

a “landmark in the history of reprodUction of master drawings” 
(Abbey) - a fine example of the first complete edition, in a 
magnificent binding.

“This capital work... contains 300 reproductions of  works by Claude 
Lorrain, pastoral, mythological, and biblical subjects, and was called Liber 
Veritatis for the purpose of  identifying Claude’s genuine work from 
forgeries, or from drawings wrongly attributed to the master. They are all 
printed in a warm bistre colour to aid the resemblance. They were first 
produced in outline only, but owing to the enormous demand Boydell 
caused Earlom to retouch and refresh the plates five or six times. 

this is the best and final state, embodying the important drawings 
from the great english collections of the period.” (Abbey).

Claude’s Liber veritatis was a bound volume in which he drew copies of  
his own paintings and recorded details of  commissions from about 1635. 
Although there are omissions -- particularly in the early years -- the liber 
veritatis is a record of  a major artist’s oeuvre without parallel until the 20th 
century, and one which served in Claude’s own lifetime both as a safeguard 
against forgeries and as a visual resource. The volume of  drawings was 
eventually acquired by the Dukes of  Devonshire, and Boydell’s Liber veritatis 
reproduces both these drawings and examples of  Claude’s works from the 
great English collections of  the period, including those of  Richard Payne 
Knight, Alderman Hibbert, the Earl Spencer, Charles Lambert, Joseph 
Farrington, George Gosling, and Edmund Turnor. The accompanying text 
not only translates and transcribes Claude’s annotations on the versos of  
the drawings, but also gives the names of  the contemporary owners of  the 
pictures, and details of  engravings of  the pictures. The purpose of  the work 
was to establish a corpus of  works known to be by the artist, in order to 
facilitate the detection of  forgeries and the correct identification of  genuine 
drawings, and, as Abbey states, the result was ‘a real catalogue raisonne’.

with aristocratic provenance: Cyril Flower, first Baron Battersea (1843-1907), was a Liberal politician and 
property developer. He was also a great collector and patron of  the arts, including James McNeill Whistler, 
and was involved with the Pre-Raphaelite set. Lord Battersea married Constance, daughter of  Sir Anthony de 
Rothschild, 1st Baronet, in 1877.

Provenance: Lord Battersea (armorial bookplate).

Description and Bibliographical references: First complete edition. Three volumes, folio (44 x 30 cm), mezzotint frontispiece portraits of  
Claude Lorrain and Richard Earlom (volume I), without the portrait of  Boydell (called for in Abbey but not always present), 300 etched 
mezzotint and aquatint plates by Earlom after Claude printed in bistre and black; plate 6 vol iii with small piece of  blank corner defective, 
light scattered foxing to plates (mainly marginal), fine nineteenth century brown morocco gilt extra by Birdsall & Son, gilt panelled covers 
with wide gilt borders, gilt panelled spine in six compartments, gilt lettered direct in second and fourth, others richly gilt, broad gilt inner 
dentelles, top edges gilt, a fine set. Brunet III, 1169; Cohen-De Ricci col.242; Lewine p.325; Lowndes p.1398; Abbey Life 200. 

Price: £12,500 [ref: 90385]
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 COLIN, pAuL. Le Tumulte Noir. 
Publication: Editions d’Art, Paris, 1927.

SpECTACuLAr SCENES frOM ThE JAZZ AGE.

Le Tumulte Noir was designed for and sold at the Bal Negre, a special, one-night event, which was Colin’s 
brainchild and tribute to the “black craze” of  Paris.

The album is divided into two parts, the first one is dedicated to Josephine Baker and the black musicians and 
dances. Exquisitely stylized, it is Paul Colin at his very best. The second part is a satire of  Paris under the spell 
of  the Charleston rage. Following in the steps of  Sem, Colin is cartooning in funny and sometimes cruel satire, 
the Parisian music hall stars of  the moment: Mistinguett, Maurice Chevalier, Cecile Sorel, the Dolly Sisters, 
as well as the chansonniers Rip and Saint-Granier, a cubist Jean Borlin of  the Ballet Suedois, and the tennis 
champion Suzanne Lenglen.

Paul Colin (1892 -1985) was one of  France’s greatest poster artists. Made famous in 1925 by his poster for 
the Revue Nègre, which helped to launch the career of  Josephine Baker (who became his mistress), he worked 
for over forty years in the theatre, creating not only posters but also numerous sets and costumes. Very Art 
déco at the outset, (Le Tumulte noir is a masterpiece of  the genre), his style quickly became highly personal and 
impossible to categorize: the synthetic accuracy of  his portraits, the evocative force of  his posters for grand 
causes so marked him as a master of  visual communication that his work today remains relevant and fresh.

The lithogrpahs are vividly coloured by Jean Saudé, who is regarded as the leading exponent of  pochoir, a 
printing technique in which each colour is applied through a separate stencil. His prints have a vibrancy of  
colour that has rarely been equalled.

Description and Bibliographical references: First edition. Folio (49.5 x 33 cm), edition limited to 540 copies of  which this is one 
of  500 on papier Velin, 43 full-page original lithographs by Colin on 22 sheets, including 1 double-page, hand-coloured in pochoir 
by Jean Saudé, loose as issued in original cream and red stiff  card portfolio, lettered in red and black, a fine copy kept in a modern 
solander cloth box. 

Price: £25,000 [ref: 90683]
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‘uN dES LIVrES ILLuSTréS LES pLuS réuSSIS dE TOuT LE XVIIIE SIèCLE’ (COhEN)
wITh ThE rArE pOrTrAIT pLATE

 [ErOTICA] - BOCCACCIO, GIOVANNI. Le Decameron de Jean Boccace. 
Publication: Londres [but chez Pierre Prault, Paris], 1757-61.

fINELY BOuNd IN rIChLY GILT rEd MOrOCCO à LA dENTELLE, ThIS BEAuTIfuL EXAMpLE INCLudES ThE VErY 
rArE pOrTrAIT ANd 50 pLATES frOM ThE fIrST ISSuE, “LE pLuS rEChErChé [wITh] LES éprEuVES LES pLuS 
BELLES” (cohen). IT CONTAINS ThE ChArMING ‘fIGurES LIBrES’, EVEN OffErING ONE MOrE ThAN uSuAL: 
“L’uNE dES pLuS JOLIES SuITES dE GrAVELOT” (gay-l.).
Indeed our copy has 21 erotic plates plus the frontispiece, instead of  20 usually found and described by the 
bibliography. Almost all plates of  the first two volumes and some of  the third bear the ink stamp at the back 
proving that they belong to the much sought-after first issue, printed for the Italian edition.

Cohen among others praised this great achievement of  Gravelot, Boucher, Cochin and Eisen, the best 
illustrators of  the French 18th century. The edition not only shows more than 100 plates, but also includes rich 
decorative engraved head- and tail-pieces in the best tradition of  book illustration of  its time. The Italian text 
was translated into French by A. Le Macon.

Provenance: Private North-Italian collection (acquired from us in the late 1990s).

Description and Bibliographical references: Five volumes 8vo (20.2 x 13.5 cm). With 116 numbered engr. plates incl. 5 engraved 
titles and a portrait frontispiece, 97 head and tail pieces by Gravelot and Boucher among others, engraved by Aliamet, Bacquoy, 
Lemire and others, plus a frontispiece and 21 extra planches libres, unsigned but attributed to Gravelot; closed tear to p.57, vol.2.
Red morocco by F. Bedford ca. 1900, gilt dentelles in imitation of  Derome with the a l’oiseau tool, gilt spines with raised bands, 
blue silk doublures, all edges gilt; very slightly soiled. 
Cohen-de Ricci 160 (not mentioning the portrait plate); Gay-Lemonnyer I, 830 (with the portrait); Ray 39-41; not in Nordmann. 

Price: £22,500 [ref: 89442]
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wITh ThE COurT Of KING frANCIS pLATES INCLudING MArY QuEEN Of SCOTS

  hOLBEIN, hANS. Imitations of  original drawings [...] in 
the collection of  his Majesty, for the portraits of  illustrious persons 
of  the court of  Henry VIII. With biographical tracts.
Publication: W. Bulmer and Co. for J. Chamberlaine, London, 1792-[1800].

a renaissance masterpiece with iconic portraits which bring the 
tUdor coUrt alive.

“this magnificent work is sUrely the finest early example of english 
coloUr printing” (Ray English 19). 

In 1792, John Chamberlaine, antiquary and keeper of  the King’s 
drawings, embarked on a project to create a work that celebrated the skill 
and mastery of  Hans Holbein some two hundred years after his death, 
bringing together 84 of  Holbein’s magnificent portraits of  influential 
figures in the court of  Henry VIII. Chamberlaine employed some of  the 
best engravers of  the time, including Florence born Francesco Bartolozzi, 
engraver to King George III. Originally released in 14 parts between 1792 
and 1800, the work was heralded by the Monthly Review as “One of  the 
most magnificent books that we have ever seen”. Bartolozzi’s engravings 
take centre stage in this work, replicating the majesty, finesse and accuracy 
of  Holbein’s original portraiture.

Bavarian born Holbein began his artistic career working in Basel, producing 
religious murals and material for printed books. In 1526 he came to 
England with a recommendation from Erasmus, which opened the door 
for Holbein into the circle of  Sir Thomas Moore. From then on, Holbein’s 
reputation flourished, gaining the patronage of  Anne Boleyn and Thomas 
Cromwell and finally the position of  painter to the King. Without doubt 
Holbein’s work captured some of  the finest portraits of  the most influential 
movers and shakers in the land.

The additional 8 plates form the work entitled: Court of  Francis II. “All 
published of  an intended continuation to Chamberlaine’s Imitation. It 

will be noticed that all eight are without dated imprints, and it is therefore probable that no copies were issued 
to the public until the stock was acquired many years later by Messrs. Bohn, who added them as a supplement to 
copies of  the earlier work.” (Abbey 206). Of  particular interest is the fine plate of  Mary, Queen of  Scots.

this beaUtifUl copy boUnd in exqUisite green morocco by the eminent binder george rUtland, Newcastle-
upon-Tyne around the 1870’s.

Description and Bibliographical references: Folio (57 x 43.5 cm.), eXtra-iLLustrated with the eight pLates by hoLbein 
for the court of francis ii and accompanying Letterpress, in total 92 stipple-engraved plates printed in colours by F. 
Bartolozzi [84], C. Metz [3], C. Knight [1] and 4 unsigned, after Holbein, 7 of  the plates are printed on pink paper, 19 plates 
are laid in and on thicker paper. The plates are in various states, including four before the letter and 7 in second state including the 
portrait of  the Lady Mary. Plates 75 & 76 (the miniatures of  Henry and Charles Brandon) on one sheet. Full green morocco gilt 
by Rutland, boards ruled in gilt with gilt floral decoration, spine with seven raised bands,all edges gilt, some offsetting from plates, 
minor scattered foxing, a most handsome example. 
Abbey Life 205-206; Brunet III, 259-260 (‘ouvrage magnifique’); Lewine pp. 243-4; Lowndes p.405; Ray England 19. 

Price: £15,000 [ref: 91338]
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KOKOSChKA’S fIrST GrAphIC wOrK

 KOKOSChKA, OSKAr. Die Träumenden Knaben. 
Publication: Kurt Wolff, Leipzig, 1917.

One of  275 copies of  the first issue, published for the Wiener Werkstätte in 1908, bought by Kurt Wolff  Verlag 
and re-issued 1917 in a slightly different binding.

Oskar Kokoschka (1886-1980), often illustrated his own writings. In this, his first graphic work, the decorative 
influence of  the Jugendstil and folk art is apparent. The Wiener Werkstätte had commissioned him to write and 
illustrate a book fro children and Die Träumenden Knaben was shown in the 1908 Kunstschau, where Kokoschka’s 
work was exhinbited for the first time. Only a handful of  copies were sold and the book was reissued by Kurt 
Wolff  in 1917. This book, along with Slevogt’s Sinbad, were the first important modern livres de peintres from east 
of  the Rhine.

Description and Bibliographical references: 4to., (29.75 x 24.5 cm.), 10 leaves printed by Berger and Chwala on rectos only, 10 
lithographs, of  which 8 printed in colour and 2 in monochrome (7 signed OK in the stone), additional lithograph pasted to upper 
cover, light foxing to pastedowns, original grey cloth, spotted, a very good example. 
The Artist & the Book 147; Wingler-Welz 22-29; Jentsch 1; Schauer II, 115; Raabe 166.1. 

Price: £15,000 [ref: 93211]

ruSSIAN LIfE ANd COSTuMES

 LE prINCE, JEAN-BApTISTE. Oeuvres. Contenant plus de cent soixante planches gravées à 
l’eau-forte, & à l’imitation des dessins lavés au bistre; le tout d’après ses compositions, representant 
divers Costumes & Habillemens de différens Peuples du Nord, où ce célèbre Artiste et sejourné 
quelque tems.
Publication: Paris, Bazan, 1782.

A fINE EXAMpLE Of ThESE BEAuTIfuL ENGrAVINGS, hErE IN ThE rArEr fOLIO VErSION, ENTIrELY uNCuT.
The painter and engraver Jean-Baptiste Le Prince (1734-1781) was a pupil of  Boucher and Vien. He is credited 
with being the first artist to work in aquatint (in 1768), and the present publication contains more than 70 
plates in that manner. The subjects represented are almost exclusively Russian: Le Prince spent indeed five 
years in Russia (1759-64), where, among other projects, he contributed to the ‘Voyage en Sibérie’ of  Chappe 
d’Auteroche.
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The suites contained in the collection are as follows:

Divers habillements des prêtres de Russie (10 plates) - Les Strelits (8 plates) - Divers ajustements et usages de 
Russie (10 plates) - Suite de divers habillements des peuples du Nord (6 plates) - Première suite de cris et divers 
marchands de Petersbourg et de Moscou (6 plates) - 2me suite de cris et divers marchands de Russie (6 plates) 
- III suite de divers cris de marchands de Russie (6 plates) - Divers habillements des femmes de Moscovie (6 
plates) - II suite d’habillement des femmes de Moscovie (6 plates) - Habillements de diverses nations (6 plates) - 
Various subjects (10 plates) - I suite de Coiffures (6 plates) - II suite d’habillements de diverses nations (6 plates) 
- Various subjects (62 plates) including Les Sens (5 plates), Le Roue vertueux (6 plates) for the book by Coqueley 
de Chaussepierre; La vertu au cabaret, La Musicienne; L’Adoration des anges d’après Vienet, La Maîtresse 
d’école d’après Boucher, the only “hommage” to his teachers by Le Prince, Les Nouvellistes, Le Poele, les Oeufs 
cassés, Le Berceau, La Ferme, La Pompe, Le Cabaret de Moskou, Vue des environs de Nerva, Les Filets, etc., 
etc. Eleven large plates; Jesus dans le Temple, I Pastoral, II Pastoral, Les Batteaux russes, Le Coche d’eau, La 
Récréation champêtre, La Danse russe, Les Pécheurs, Les Laveuses, Le Repos, and O Fortunatos minimum. 

The work was originally advertised to have more than 160 plates but although copies vary the most complete we 
have traced is 157 plates on 62 leaves.

Description and Bibliographical references: Folio. Title-page, 154 original subjects, printed on 59 leaves consisting of  80 etchings (on 
29 leaves) and 74 aquatints (on 30 leaves); occasional light spotting and waterstaining. Uncut in modern calf  antique, spine with 
raised bands gilt in compartments. 
Cohen, 625-27; Colas 1850; Lipperheide 1339; Solovev Kat. 105, 367 (150 rub., only 124 subjects in recent binding). 

Price: £15,000 [ref: 84164]

 rAphAEL SANZIO dA urBINO ANd OThErS. Loggie de Rafaele nel Vaticano. 
Publication: Marco Pagliarini, Rome, 1772-77.

A VErY ATTrACTIVE EXAMpLE Of ThESE CELEBrATEd ANd SpECTACuLAr ENGrAVINGS Of BrAMANTE’S ANd 
rAphAEL’S pAINTINGS fOr ThE pOpE’S prIVATE ApArTMENTS. SCArCE COMpLETE, wITh ThE rArE LETTErprESS 
INTrOduCTION.

Loggie de Raphaele nel Vaticano was a work commissioned by Pope Clement XIII, at the bidding of  Catherine the 
Great, to portray one of  the best kept secrets of  the Renaissance: his ‘loggie’, consisting of  13 bays in the Pope’s 
private apartments, which were beautifully decorated by Bramante and, upon his death in 1514, finished by 
Raphael and his pupil Giovanni da Udine.
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The present plates, designed and engraved in the 1770s, depict the pilaster frescoes, in stucco relief, of  the 
doorways and windows. They are renowned for their highly stylised portrayal of  Classical and Biblical scenes, 
figures, motifs, mythological characters, fabulous beasts, fruits, birds and animals.
The fanciful “grotesqueness” of  Raphael’s and mainly da Udine’s designs show how much they were inspired 
by the recently discovered Golden House (Domus Aurea) of  Nero. Indeed the term “grotesque” was born 
out of  the Loggie, having been applied to it due to the similarity of  the designs in the subterranean rooms or 
“grottoes” of  Nero’s Palace and these pilaster’s frescoes. Some commentators place these designs amongst the 
defining pieces of  the Italian Renaissance with Michaelangelo’s Sistine Chapel and Massacio’s Carmine Church.

wITh CONTEMpOrArY prOVENANCE: the present set was acquired from the Rooke family’s estate. William Rooke 
was known to have travelled in Italy in 1777-78 and it is believed that he acquired this work during his travels 
as a memento of  his tour. His collection, which reflected his interest in the Grand Tour, eventually formed part 
of  a well known library at The Ivy at Chippenham in Wiltshire, owned by the Rooke Family from the mid-
nineteenth century until 1973.

Provenance: William Rooke Esq.

Description and Bibliographical references: Three parts in 3 volumes, a large folio Part I Cartoons (74.7 x 66.7 cm) and 2 
landscape folios Part 2 and Part 3 (50 x 60 cm). Cartoons: XIII plates by Ottaviani after Savorelli and Camporesi, each pl. made 
of  2 sheets pasted together; Part 2: title ‘Seconda parte’ and 12 folding pl. by Volpato after Taurinensis, each pl. made of  2 sheets 
pasted together; Part 3: title ‘Terza ed ultima parte’, folding letterpress leaf  ‘Aux Amateurs des Beaux-Arts’, general title engr. 
by Volpato after Camporesi, large foling plate on three sheets pasted together ‘Spaccato per il longo...’, [2] folding plates A and B 
and XIV folding pl., all by Ottaviani after Savorelli and Camporesi and on two sheets pasted together -- in all 3 engr. titles and 
42 plates; one plate with a small closed tear, titles of  Part 2 and 3 bound out of  order (Part 3 should read Part 1, Cartoons should 

read Part 2 and Part 2 should be the third).
Early 19th-c. dark burgundy half  morocco over dark green cloth boards, gilt ornated 
and lettered morocco labels to covers, gilt rules and blind rollwork to covers; lightly 
rubbed and soiled. 
Brunet IV, 1110; Berlin Kat 4068 & 4066; RIBA, Early printed books, 
2710; “Raphael Invenit: Stampe da Rafaello” (1985) Ottaviano 2-15; “Raphael: 
Reproduktions-graphik aus vier Jahrhunderten” (Coburg 1984) p.104 & no.245. 

Price: £19,500 [ref: 90845]



 TurNEr, J. M. w. Liber Studiorum. 
Publication: 1812 [plates watermarked 1807-1810].

a very good complete set of tUrner’s famed liber stUdiorUm, with all plates on UncUt sheets.

Turner’s Liber Studiorum, issued in a series of  14 parts of  5 plates per part, was published intermittently over 
the course of  more than a decade. Turner began with the intention to produce the etched foundation of  each 
plate himself  and to leave the mezzotint to others, however, he experimented himself  and eight of  the plates 
were finished by Turner himself. For the remaining plates, Turner intended originally to use the engraver Charles 
Turner, but the painter’s exacting demands and the disputes they led to made it necessary to use many others. 
Seventy-one plates were published eventually of  a proposed one hundred, with a further twenty printed but 
never published; the published plates are categorised as architectural, pastoral, marine, historical and mountains 
with the corresponding initial printed above each. Turner’s title for the series, the Liber Studiorum, is a direct 
reference to the Liber Veritatis of  Claude Lorraine.

In the present, complete, copy, the states (as per Finberg) are as follows: 7 plates in first state, 22 plates in 
second state, 25 plates in third state, 12 plates in fourth state, 5 plates in fifth state and no plates in sixth or later 
states. Full details of  the state of  each plate and their order is available on request.

‘Were all Turner’s paintings and drawings destroyed, his Liber Studiorum would suffice to establish his reputation 
as one of  the great artists of  Europe... the work contains some of  the freshest and most vigorous outpourings 
of  Turner’s genius...Liber Studiorum is the work of  a young man. Artists sometimes like poets do their best work 
when they are young. It may be that Turner’s Liber Studiorum contains the pith of  all that is best in his life and 
work.’ (Finberg).

‘... a truly monumental work, taking rank with the highest production of  Turner’s genius, and exhibiting 
intimately his strength, as indeed also his weakness, during a period of  his life in which a large part of  his 
strongest and soberest... work was done... ‘. (Rawlinson).

Description and Bibliographical references: 2 volumes. Folio. (36.4 x 52 cm). Each volume with sheet of  thick card with elaborate 
manuscript title, vol. number and list of  plates in black ink and 71 etched mezzotint and aquatint plates (vol. I with plates numbered 1 
- 35, vol. II with 36 - 71) printed in warm sanguine or sepia ink on uncut sheets of  laid or wove paper as applicable with stab marks 
at left and retaining deckle edges, each plate mounted to sheet of  card with passepartout, pencil numeration to passepartouts at lower 
right. Plates by J. M. W. Turner (10 plates), I. C. Easling (4), C. Turner (23), W. Say (11), R. Dunkarton (5), Thos. Lupton (4), 
S. W. Reynolds (2), F. C. Lewis (1), W. Annis (1), H. Dawe (4), Th. Hodgetts (3), Annis and Easling (1) and G. Clint (2) after 
J. M. W. Turner. One plate with several old repairs, occasional foxing or soiling; several plates with pencil annotations recto or verso in 
various hands. Various sheet sizes: c.300 x 440 mm; mount size: 344 x 508 mm. Contemporary green morocco portfolios by Agnew 
& Sons with their partial label to front pastedown of  vol. I, front boards with rules in gilt and blind with floral corner tools, titles gilt to 
spines, cream glazed board lining and flaps, turn-ins ruled in gilt, green silk ties. 
Finberg 1 - 71; see also Rawlinson, Turner’s Liber Studiorum, London 1878. 

Price: £32,500 [ref: 92481]
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